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Some observers have expressed the hope that the Supreme Court’s decision in Koon v. United States1 may permit both sentencing judges and appellate courts to consider fundamental issues of culpability and just punishment in deciding whether there should be a departure from the guidelines. In Koon, the Court unanimously embraced the notion that the sentencing guidelines deal with “heartland” cases, and that judges may depart in cases outside the “heartland.” The concept of “heartland” had appeared only in a single sentence in the introductory chapter of the guidelines when they were issued in 1987,2 but in 1994 a reconstituted Commission added a new paragraph expressly recognizing the concept in the chapter of the guidelines governing departures.3

Potentially more significant than its embrace of the “heartland” concept, Koon held that departures should be reviewed by appellate courts under an “abuse of discretion” standard.4 A cursory reading of the Court’s decision may reinforce the media’s misimpressions of the decision—that the Supreme Court has mollified district judges by giving them more discretion and mollified circuit judges by relieving them of much of the burden of guidelines appeals.5 Koon does contain language that suggests sentencing courts will be given significant deference in deciding to depart; it says, for instance, “the district court retains much of its traditional discretion,” and “[a] district court’s decision to depart from the Guidelines . . . will in most cases be due substantial deference.”6

Yet despite Koon’s expansive dicta regarding the scope of sentencing court discretion, federal appellate courts have not generally recognized the decision as granting sentencing judges greater departure authority than had existed.7 In Koon’s wake, many circuits have continued to subject departures to significant scrutiny.8 The truth is that Koon is a puzzling decision; its proclamations about the extent of deference due sentencing judges9 are difficult to reconcile with the reasoning and holdings stated elsewhere in the decision.

Even with these ambiguities, a thorough and candid assessment of Koon requires the conclusion that it has not changed matters significantly, and perhaps not at all. Neither the “heartland” concept nor Koon’s articulation of an abuse-of-discretion standard provides the hoped-for relaxation of the guideline regime. In particular, Koon leaves intact the major obstacle to more meaningful judicial participation in criminal sentencing: the provision of the Sentencing Reform Act that permits departure only on grounds not “adequately” considered by the Commission.10 The Supreme Court in Koon followed the lead of the federal courts of appeal prior to Koon in treating consideration by the Commission as, ipso facto, “adequate” consideration.11 Because no second-guessing of the Commission is permitted, sentencing judges and appellate courts are denied authority to consider the arbitrariness of the guidelines themselves. In the words of one recent appellate court decision, Koon does nothing to alter the rule that “[a] sentencing court may not depart from an otherwise applicable guideline range simply because its own sense of justice would call for it.”12 Put another way, the question whether the applicable guidelines produce justice in the case at hand is not open for consideration either by sentencing courts or appellate courts.

In the wake of Koon, as before Koon, the main question on appeal of a departure continues to be whether the Sentencing Commission has already taken into account the factors that the sentencing judge has identified as warranting departure in the present case.13 And this question—whether the Sentencing Commission has already considered these factors—is not subject to a meaningful abuse-of-discretion standard. To be sure, at one point Koon states that district courts have “an institutional advantage over appellate courts” in deciding questions such as “[w]hether a given factor is present to a degree not adequately considered by the Commission, or whether a discouraged factor nonetheless justifies departure because it is present in some unusual or exceptional way . . . .”14 Yet, as explained below, in unpacking this multiple inquiry, Koon gave deference to the sentencing court only on the question of which factors are present in the case at hand, not on the question whether the Commission had already taken that factor adequately into account—that is, not on the question of what constitutes the “heartland” case. Indeed, Koon explicitly reaffirmed the rule that reviewing courts should consider de novo (that is, without deference) the “legal conclusions” that a district court makes in asserting departure authority, and noted that “[a] district court by definition abuses its discretion when it makes an error of law.”15 Koon makes clear that only if the circumstances identified by the district judge take the case out of the “heartland” (that is, if the circumstances have not been already factored into the guidelines) must the reviewing court accord deference to the sentencing court’s decision to depart on these grounds.16

In point of fact, the Sentencing Commission has already factored in most circumstances that are arguably relevant to criminal sentencing. It has done so by prohibiting altogether consideration of some factors, and by specifying the weight to be accorded
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other significant factors depending on the degree to which they are present. (Among the prominent factors thus considered by the Commission are the presence or absence of a criminal record, the defendant’s role in the offense, the quantity of harm, and whether the defendant has accepted responsibility for the crime.) That is, the guidelines are, as Congress intended them to be, comprehensive. 17 Koon makes it clear that the judge may not depart because he disagrees with these comprehensive and thorough sentencing instructions. That is, the judge may not depart because he disagrees with the weight the guidelines give to a circumstance in the typical case, or because he disagrees with the Commission’s prohibition of consideration of certain factors. Moreover, with respect to commonly occurring circumstances that are not explicitly addressed by the guidelines, Koon teaches that the benefit of the doubt must be given to the Commission—that is, it must be assumed that the Commission has already taken the matter into account. 18 Deferral to the sentencing court is due only on the question whether factors clearly not taken into consideration or factors that are atypically present (that is, factors that take the case out of the “heartland”) warrant departure.

The limited significance of Koon’s abuse-of-discretion standard is amply demonstrated in Koon itself. The defendants in that notorious case—former policemen who had previously been acquitted in a state trial for the beating of Rodney King—had been convicted in federal court of criminal violations of King’s civil rights. 19 Each had a calculated Guideline Offense Level of 27. The sentencing judge departed five levels downward on a ground specifically identified by the guidelines as possibly warranting departure—that the victim had partially provoked the assault. 20 The sentencing judge then cited four other circumstances that he thought were atypical in the case and together warranted an additional downward departure of three levels: (1) the heightened likelihood that these defendants would be targets of prison abuse, (2) the fact that the defendants would forever after be disqualified from jobs in law enforcement, (3) the fact that these defendants were especially unlikely to be recidivists, and (4) the fact that the defendants had been burdened by successive state and federal prosecutions. 21 The Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit reversed, rejecting the appropriateness of any of these downward departures. 22 The Supreme Court in turn reversed the appeals court, embracing the “heartland” theory of the guidelines and seeming to adopt a deferential abuse-of-discretion standard for review of departures.

Yet the Supreme Court’s actual application of these abstract concepts belies the notion that the Court has enhanced the discretion of sentencing judges. Every Justice agreed with the appeals court in Koon that the sentencing judge had erred in considering the defendant’s extremely low likelihood of recidivism as a basis for departure—because, the Justices asserted, this consideration must have already been taken into account by the Commission in defining Criminal History Category I (limited to those with no criminal record or a very minor record). 23 In explaining its refusal to uphold the sentencing judge on this issue, moreover, the Supreme Court did not even mention the “heartland” concept it had just enunciated, nor suggest that any deference was due the trial court on this question. Nor did the Court even comment on whether the Commission’s consideration of low risk of recidivism was “adequate”—which is, after all, the statutory standard for deciding whether the sentencing court is authorized to depart. 24 The only fair reading of Koon on this point is that there is no room for a sentencing court to decide that Criminal History Category I “inadequately” takes low risk of recidivism into account. The Commission has effectively prohibited departures on this basis, 25 comparable to its direct proscription of departure on certain other grounds. 26 As to any matter that the Commission has prohibited as a basis for departure, the Commission’s consideration of the matter is, ipso facto, adequate.

Similarly, eight Justices in Koon thought it was improper for the sentencing court to consider the defendants’ career loss. This portion of the opinion began by explaining that officials convicted of civil rights offenses almost always will be barred from future government employment. Accordingly, this factor is not “unusual” and “cannot take the case out of the heartland” of the guidelines for civil rights violations. 27 Moreover, because this factor lay within the “heartland,” the Commission presumably considered it, and, ipso facto, the Commission had adequately considered it. (In the Court’s words: “It is to be expected that a government official would [suffer career loss for civil rights violations], so we conclude that these consequences were adequately considered by the Commission in formulating [the civil rights violation guideline].”) 28 Under Koon, neither sentencing courts nor appellate courts—including even the Supreme Court—may second-guess the “adequacy” of the Commission’s treatment of anything that presumably lies in the “heartland.”

Six of the Justices concluded that the sentencing court “did not abuse its discretion” in relying on two other factors: the defendants’ susceptibility to abuse in prison, and the burden of a long state prosecution before the federal prosecution. The sentencing guidelines do not explicitly address either of these circumstances. In deferring to the sentencing judge’s assessment that susceptibility to prison abuse (along with other grounds) warranted departure, the majority expressly noted that judge had relied on the “extraordinary notoriety” of the case and had found that the defendants would be “particularly” susceptible to abuse in prison. 29 As to the legality of departing on the ground of successive prosecutions,
the majority expressed its own view that the state trial had been “lengthy.”26 (The District Court in fact had made no finding that this was an atypical successive prosecution; rather, for the sentencing judge, the mere fact of a federal prosecution after a state acquittal made the case unusual.)27 Again, it appears that the majority did not defer at all to the sentencing judge on the question of what constitutes the “heartland” case; nor is it even clear that the majority deferred to the District Court on the question whether particular factors are atypically present in the case at hand. The majority did clearly defer on the question whether atypically-present factors warrant departure in the case, and, significantly, on the extent of departure warranted.

The partial dissent in Koon are also instructive. Justices Ginsburg and Breyer agreed with Justice Souter’s dissenting view that susceptibility to mistreatment in prison should never be a basis for departure where the susceptibility stems from the egregious nature of the crime itself;28 that is, these justices disputed the legal conclusion that such susceptibility takes the case outside the “heartland.” Like their colleagues, the dissenters on this question did not suggest that the sentencing judge was owed any deference on what constitutes the “heartland.”

These three Justices also disagreed with the majority that the burden of successive prosecutions warranted departure. Justice Breyer’s opinion is most instructive in this regard, for as a member of the Sentencing Commission when it promulgated the civil rights guidelines, he presumably knew what “heartland” case the Commission had in mind. Justice Breyer believed that the Commission considered a double prosecution “ordinarily within, not outside, the ‘civil rights’ Guidelines’ ‘heartland.’”29 After all, he explained, federal criminal civil rights statutes exist to permit prosecution “where state law enforcement efforts had proved inadequate.”30

But the Sentencing Reform Act makes a former Commissioner’s knowledge (and anybody else’s) irrelevant. Shortly after the sentencing guidelines went into effect, the departure provision was amended to provide that in determining whether a circumstance was “adequately” taken into consideration by the Commission, courts may “consider only the sentencing guidelines, policy statements, and official commentary of the Sentencing Commission.”31 It thus appears that whatever Justice Breyer may have known about the Commission’s thinking when it wrote the civil rights violation guideline was not sufficiently apparent in the guideline itself to persuade a majority of his colleagues. After Koon, as before, the fundamental question whether the Commission actually took some factor into account, but rather, whether the factor is rare enough to overcome the presumption that the Commission took it into account.

In sum, the Supreme Court in the Koon case unanimously embraced the “heartland” concept and adopted a deferential standard of review, but the Court was also unanimous in concluding that the reviewing court should not apply a deferential standard to the basic issue that arises in every departure case: whether the Commission has already taken into account a particular circumstance or factor that the sentencing judge relied on in departing (or, stated another way, what factors are present, and to what degree, in the “heartland” case). Koon makes clear that courts must presume that the Commission has already taken into account all unmentioned circumstances that occur typically in the commission of crimes for which guidelines have been promulgated. Koon thus leaves sentencing courts approximately where they were: with departure authority only in cases that are “atypical” in ways neither proscribed from consideration by the Sentencing Commission nor already considered by the Commission. Koon also leaves appellate courts approximately where they were: with responsibility to police departures, prohibiting departures based on anything other than the “atypicality” of the case at hand. There is no room to question the reasonableness of the Commission’s judgments about just punishment in the “typical” (or “heartland”) case, and no room to question any determination the Commission has made regarding the proper (and improper) grounds for departure from the guidelines ranges.32

It is too bad that Koon did not do more. Koon would have permitted meaningful exercise of discretion by district courts—as it claimed to have done—if it had combined its abuse-of-discretion standard with a willingness to let sentencing judges evaluate, on a case-by-case basis, the adequacy of the guidelines’ specification of relevant sentencing factors and the various weights the guidelines accord to these factors. Under one approach, for instance, the task of the sentencing judge would be to determine whether the Commission’s consideration of sentencing factors is adequate in the case at hand. If the sentencing court answers that question in the negative, it would have to identify the factors it deems relevant and explain why they warrant a sentence outside the guideline range prescribed for this case. The task of the appellate court, when faced with such a departure from the guideline range, would be, in the words of the Sentencing Reform Act itself, to decide whether the departure is “reasonable.”33 In making this decision, the appellate court would perform review, on an abuse-of-discretion standard, the sentencing judge’s determination that the guidelines’ identification and weighing of relevant sentencing factors is inadequate in the case at hand. There would be no
irrefutable presumption that consideration of a factor by the Commission is, *ipso facto*, adequate consideration (in the "typical" case or otherwise)—though courts might well conclude over time that the Commission's consideration of sentencing factors is adequate and reasonable in most cases.

For the Supreme Court to have adopted such a meaningful abuse-of-discretion standard for departures, permitting both trial judges and appellate courts to assess the work of the Sentencing Commission, would have been a radical departure from the theory underlying the federal sentencing guidelines as we know them. The Court would have given judges a role in determining a just punishment not only in the rare or atypical case, but in all cases. It would have encouraged the Commission not only to promulgate sentencing rules and weights, but also to explain the reasoning behind these prohibitions and prescriptions.

The language of the Sentencing Reform Act—authorizing departure if the sentencing court finds in the case at hand "an aggravating or mitigating circumstance of a kind, or to a degree, not adequately taken into consideration by the Sentencing Commission in formulating the guidelines that should result in a sentence different from that [prescribed by the Guidelines]"—actually permits and arguably invites the approach suggested here. All that would be needed is a Supreme Court willing to question the hegemony of the Sentencing Commission.
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